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Introduction 

I would like to propose my arts tourism project entitled “Shipyard’s Shares”. The nature 
of the project involves arts production and tourism. The project is a chalkboard mural and is 
designed with materials that pay homage to the unique heritage of the Shipyards. It is an 
opportunity to celebrate the artistic side of visitors while allowing them to make a contribution to 
the place they’ve visited in an environmentally-friendly and creative way.  

The project is composed of a 78” x 84” chalkboard mural that allows community 
members to write, draw and share their ideas concerning a topic or question posed. Chalk 
materials are rustic in appearance, which adds character, is easily removable and suits the 
heritage feel of the mural. This contributes to the ability of the mural to be transformative; 
different people interacting, adding and sharing their views on a particular topic. The mural 
board will be held up by recycled materials. By utilizing scrap metal, this emphasizes the 
historical industrial uses of the area and the prominence of this activity on the North Shore. 
Attached to a mural will be a component to house the chalk for visitors to create with. This will 
ensure the necessary resources are available for tourists and locals alike to utilize and engage 
with this project. Traditionally, murals are stationary. To optimize use, I’ve designed an option so 
that the mural can be easily relocated in the case of events. I aim to launch the project in 
Summer 2020. This will allow adequate time for the planning and production of the mural, as 
well as a peak time for visitors given the good weather and the occurrence events such as 
Summer Sessions at the Shipyards. This project is relatively low cost for a public project; I’ve 
estimated it cost $2200.00. I propose funding to be obtained from the North Vancouver 
Recreation and Culture’s community public art grant.  

Background  

Heritage, cultural and arts tourism is extremely beneficial to local economies, also 
bringing demand and growth for other industries (Comerio, 2018). It is expected that Vancouver 
will have the strongest tourism growth of all Canadian cities at a rate of “more than 3%” (Plana, 
2019). The North Shore has become very accessible as the number of transportation services 
increases, such as the SeaBus that has a terminal at Lonsdale Quay. And arts tourism is a 
“place-changing vehicle for city life” (Franklin, 2018) that is of growing interest to tourists. A 
recent change of place is the development of the Shipyards in Lower Lonsdale, which is a newly 
developed commercial and community space, formerly where shipyard operations were.  

A similar project has been successfully undertaken at Granville Island. Arts Umbrellas 
Love Wall is an example of a chalk mural. It has become a destination for tourists to visit, and 
an opportunity to leave a positive impact by writing something besides the words “is”, “allows” or 
“conquers”.  
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PESTEL Analysis  

Political 
The City of North Vancouver sets aside a 
maximum of $15,000 annually, while the 
District of North Vancouver sets aside $7,500 
annually.  

The project will also require city permission 
for its presence in Shipyards Square.  

Technological  
The project has the potential to garner social 
attention via online channels of 
communication, such as social media sites. 
Literature has proven relationships between 
social media and tourism activities such as 
the “positive relationship between Facebook 
penetration and the number of tourist arrivals” 
(Asongu, 2019).  

Economic 
Participation in the project is free of cost to 
visitors. However, this may attract an 
increased number of people to visit Shipyards 
District, which is also home to many dining 
and shopping businesses.  

Environmental  
The project has a low environmental impact 
because of its use of recycled and scrap 
materials. 

Social  
The project is community-based and 
encourages interactions with art and each 
other. Stakeholder interviews also indicated 
an interest in art-based projects.  

Legal 
The project needs to seek the city’s approval 
of the location.  

 

Project Description  

Shipyards Shares is a project that celebrates the relationship between community, 
heritage, and arts. The design is composed of a 78 x 84 chalkboard mural where visitors can 
write, draw, share and interact with each other’s work. It is supported by industrial materials to 
pay homage to the Shipyards heritage as a shipyard operation site.  

The mural is situated in Shipyard Square beneath the inactive yellow crane. I have 
chosen this location because it is central between restaurants and Shipyards Commons and 
does not obstruct the scenic views. The main demographic will be families and adults; but it will 
become a work of art created in partnership with the City, community, and tourists where visitors 
are given the unique opportunity to express creativity and leave a personal mark.  
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Mission 

The mission of this project is to make art accessible and to encourage community 
involvement. Through this project, visitors are given the chance to engage with the arts and 
express personal creativity at no cost. Qualitative interviews with potential stakeholders 
indicated an interest in community engagement with the arts.  

Goals  

A goal for this project is to be environmentally friendly in its assembly and installation. 
Our environment is important, and the tourism industry can often overlook its impact on the 
environment. A significant portion of the materials used is recycled from old industrial or scrap 
materials, meaning there will be low environmental impacts. Secondly, if or when the project 
ends its residence at the Shipyards, it can be reused, or its material components can be 
recycled to increase its lifespan. 

Deliverables  

Because this project is free to the public and in open space, it is difficult to set 
quantitative deliverables. Initially, I propose this project to be temporary through the summer 
and fall of 2020. I have chosen this timeframe as I believe it will have the most traffic, and as 
this is a new project, I would like to encourage as much interaction with it as possible. On July 
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20, 2019, the Shipyards held their grand opening. I suggest that on July 18, 2020, the one year 
anniversary, it can be celebrated with the launch of Shipyards Shares. On this launch date, the 
number of interactions with the mural, or the number of people who make artistic contributions 
to it could be indicative of its success. The success of this project will rely heavily on community 
involvement.  

Budget  

Outdoor Chalk Paint (2 Cans) - $70.00 

Chalk (6 packs of 144 pieces per pack) - $90.00  

Small Industrial Pillars (2 pillars) - $240.00  

- Estimated $120.00 per pillar 

Red Outdoor Paint - $15.00  

Scrap Industrial Materials for Border - $250.00  

- Estimated $0.50 per LB  

Labor - $1472.00 

- 20 days allotted for assembly + 3 days allotted for installation  
- Estimated 4 hours of work per day  
- Estimated $16.00 per hour  

Total Estimated Cost: $2137.00  

Budget Rationale  

I believe scrap materials could be utilized for the base and the frame of the standing 
mural. This is environmentally beneficial as these are recycled materials that have lower costs, 
and pays homage to the industrial feel of the shipyards. The cost of scrap industrial materials 
may be overestimated. CityStudio has a Salvaged Materials Market that may have cost-friendly 
alternatives. I have also generously estimated labor costs. Though twenty-three days are 
allotted for the assembly and installation of the project, it is unlikely that all of this time will be 
required. Because the addition of art is free, there are no costs associated. That means all the 
costs of this project are materials and labor.  

 

Project Funding  
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I propose funding to be obtained from North Vancouver Recreation and Culture’s 
community public arts grant. This project aligns with the City’s vision to be a city for the people 
and a vibrant city in the City of North Vancouver’s 2018-2022 Council Strategic Plan. As part of 
their Community Public Art Grants, the City of North Vancouver sets aside a maximum of 
$15,000 annually, while the District of North Vancouver sets aside $7,500 annually. 

If either of these grants is not awarded, I suggest considering private funding. Close in 
proximity to the Shipyards is the Polygon Gallery. This gallery may be an alternative source of 
funding or the architecture firm that built the gallery, Patkau Architects. Additionally, the project 
could seek donations from the public. These donations could be financial or scrap industrial 
materials from construction companies, or passionate volunteers giving their labor, as a 
significant portion of the costs associated with this project are labor costs.  

Action Plan 

 

Gantt chart for the timeline of Shipyards Shards. See Appendix E for a larger version.  

Shipyards Shares is a project that requires advanced planning, to which I’ve allotted a 
timeline of seven months from beginning to completion. This timeline accounts for variability and 
gives a generous amount of time for each task to be completed. Following the project proposal 
in December 2019, a budget will be finalized and presented in January 2020. Promotional 
materials will then be created, which is an essential process to share the vision for the project 
with the public. These deadlines lead up to the project’s launch on July 18, 2020. 
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Conclusion  

Shipyards Shares is a chalkboard mural that is designed with environmentally-friendly, 
recycled industrial materials to pay homage to the unique heritage of the Shipyards. The 
estimated cost of the project is under $2200.00 and I am seeking funding from North Vancouver 
Recreation and Culture’s community public arts grant. The project is an art project celebrating 
creative relationships with community and heritage. Its central location encourages community 
members and tourists alike to make contributions at no-cost to achieve the project’s mission of 
making art more accessible. It is an excellent opportunity to celebrate artistry and artistic 
expression from the community and visitors.  
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Appendix 

 

Appendix A: Stakeholder Report  

Before pursuing a project, it is important to gain a sense of interest from the community and 
their views. I have engaged with stakeholders of varying backgrounds who all have different 
opinions and interests in a new project for the Shipyards. A stakeholder in the tourism industry 
is anyone or any organization that can be affected by tourism or has an interest or concern in 
tourism matters. By involving stakeholders in tourism planning, we are able to create community 
interest and involvement within the project. I reached out to potential stakeholder contacts via 
email to set-up an in-person interview or an interview via Skype. From these interviews, I have 
been able to collect insights into how I can address the needs of stakeholders in my project. I 
aimed to take account of stakeholder interests in order to reflect the priorities, visions, and 
values of the community in my proposal.  

Interview #1: Ms. Erin Schwartz  

Erin Schwartz provides Administrative Support to Luxury Villa, Le Petit Hôpital. Le Petit Hospital 
is a luxury villa located in the South of France. It has been operational as a rental property since 
2010 in a small town called L’Isle Sur La Sorgue. The property is a family-run business, and 
Ms.Schwartz has witnessed the rental and booking process for nearly a decade. Prior to her 
current position, she has worked with other tourism and destination firms, holding sales, 
customer service and consulting positions. I chose to interview Ms.Schwartz because I believed 
her experience in tourism facilitation could provide insights into the benefits of this industry, and 
if her industry experienced has shaped her perspective on art tourism. From my interview, I also 
learned that her role allows her to work from home, meaning she is also a community 
stakeholder.  

Ms.Schwartz seemed passionate about her job and her place within the tourism industry. She 
identified that her favorite part of her role was “getting to connect people to new places”. She 
has an interest in heritage tourism because many of the destinations she brokers property 
rentals have rich histories. But she acknowledged that tourists often seek adventure and stories 
they can share with family and friends, and felt that heritage tourism is an underlooked part of 
the industry. I briefly discussed with her the Shipyards, to which she noted that it seems to be a 
great community space. I then introduced my project proposal to her to see if she has any 
feedback. She stated that much of the activity at the Shipyards has to do with dining, shopping 
or family-oriented activities and that there are groups of people who do not want to be spending 
money on every outing, especially locals. I gathered the sense that she believed my project 
could be a great alternative to the other offerings, and contributing to my project may not be as 
time or resource consuming as other things to do at the Shipyards.  
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Interview #2: Mr. Henry Stevens  

Henry Stevens is an environmental activist who majored in Creative Writing at the University of 
British Columbia. Because he is a social activist who focuses his interests in the environment, I 
thought he would have strong opinions towards the tourism industry and could diversify 
perspectives in my report.  

After discussing tourism and new developments, I asked how he felt about developments that 
aim to make more use of space. He shared his perspective that while he understands why this 
could be an aim, lots of the types of businesses they are making room for already exist. He then 
suggested alternative uses of space such as community gardens or creating space for walking 
trails that could be especially popular along water or places with scenic views. I then shared my 
project idea and how there would be minimal construction to it other than the assembly of parts. 
He indicated that he is a “big supporter of the arts, I just believe we can all strive to make more 
sustainable choices in our interests”. He liked that I chose to use a chalkboard instead of a 
poster board, as it is more reusable in the sense it can be added and removed without changing 
the base. Despite his acknowledgment that tourism is a growing industry than can be very 
profitable for local economies, Mr.Stevens concerns mostly seemed to be with the development 
of new construction and how some of these buildings still are not eco-conscious.  

Interview #3: Ms. Kate Hanson 

Kate Hanson is the administrative assistant for Bridestone Design, an interior design company. 
The founder of Bridestone Design is also the owner of a heritage property in Kitchener, Ontario. 
Recently they renovated a heritage barn and turned it into a dwelling; a project that took nearly 
two years. And because of their preservation efforts, this project won the Mike Wager Heritage 
Award and property grant in 2019. I chose to interview Ms.Hanson because of her close 
involvement in this process. I wanted to incorporate the heritage of the Shipyards in my project, 
so I believed the Hanson’s would have insights into how this could be done from their personal 
experience and successes in this realm.  

She shared that from their experiences with the barn renovation, it can be difficult to find 
materials that are true to what was used originally. She warned me to allocate enough time to 
this process, especially if a large quantity of a certain material is required. The concept of 
authenticity was still on my mind at the time of this interview, so I had asked Ms.Hanson on how 
she felt about paying homage versus recreating.  

She shared her belief that it is natural for things to deteriorate over time, which is why she thinks 
preservation is “so important to our work”. If the original structure is no longer useful, she 
thought it was more important to pay homage than try to recreate, as something that can never 
truly be the same as the original. Because she is from Ontario, she had never been to the 
Shipyards. I spent some time telling her about the area, the types of activities that happen there 
now and emailed a few photos I had taken. In doing this, she identified the consistency in the 
appearance of the space and encouraged me to find a way to make sure my project flows with 
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the other structures and find a way to incorporate heritage like other elements of the Shipyards 
does. When I told her I had planned to use recycled industrial materials, she seemed supportive 
of this idea.  

Interview #4: Mr. Haydn Thomas  

Haydn Thomas is a twenty-year-old part-time photographer and a student in the Bachelor of 
Fine Arts program at the University of British Columbia. His artistic interests are in sketching, 
animation, sculpting, and photography. I chose to interview Mr.Thomas because he is a 
stakeholder who could have multiple interests in the project; he could be a visitor to the mural, a 
contributor to the mural, or be someone who photographs the mural. Because of his age and his 
interests, I believe he may have a fresh perspective on the relationship between arts, tourism, 
and culture.  

He proposed that I create a visual mock-up of the project to present when I seek funding. He 
indicated that from his experience “creating mock-ups can be an effective way to help 
contributors visualize the project” in order to gain a feel for it. In discussing his work as a 
photographer, he shared that he believed his growth was due to him sharing his work on social 
media and giving others the ability to consume his work in the digital space. I believe my 
proposed project could garner significant attention on social media, as people love to share 
where they are, what they are doing and photos of their activities. This could result in them 
tagging or identifying the Shipyards as their location in posts, which serves as a form of 
promotion for both the project and the Shipyards District. I asked for his personal opinion on 
whether this is a site he would want to photograph, to which he said it sounded like a “cool way 
to make the arts accessible because visitors could add to the mural or take photos with it”. This 
made me realize that photography of or with the mural is a secondary form of art my project 
engages with.  

Appendix B: Stakeholder Interview Questions Guide  

In each interview, I introduced the TOUR 227 course and the purpose of this project. I then 
discussed how these interviews would be utilized in my project, and why I believed they would 
be valuable. When it felt appropriate, I introduced the concept of my project to the interviewee to 
see if they had any thoughts or recommendations. I aimed for my interviews to be more 
conversational, so once I asked a question, I further engaged in the conversation around it to 
see what other information I could gather before moving onto the next question. 

 

Question Rationale 

Could you tell me a little bit about your 
involvement in the North Vancouver 

I asked this question to gather background on 
their connections to the city. This helped me 
understand if they would be aware of the 
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community? Are you a resident, a visitor, are 
you employed there, etc?  

Shipyards, or if I would need to explain it.  

Do you believe tourism benefits the 
community? 

This helped gather general views towards the 
industry.  

What would you like to see more 
acknowledgment of in the community (arts, 
tourism, heritage, opportunities for community 
engagement, other)?  

This was a focused question to see where 
they believe more effort should be put 
towards.  

Do you think Lower Lonsdale could benefit 
from a new project in the heritage, arts or 
tourism realms?  

I asked this question to see if the 
stakeholders thought this project was 
value-adding.  

How involved do you want the tourism 
industry to be within your community? 

This links back to my question about general 
views towards the tourism industry, but also 
how they see it fit within their community.  

Do you have any advice as to where you 
think I should direct my focus for this project?  

I asked this question after sharing my project 
idea. I think it can be very beneficial to hear 
the ideas of others in case there was 
something they believed should be added or 
removed from my proposal, or just general 
attitudes towards it.  

Do you believe an arts project could be 
fulfilling for a community?  

This question was tailored because my 
project fits within the category of arts tourism. 
I sought to gain opinions on where or if they 
saw my project as a fit in their community.  

 
 
Appendix C: Template for Stakeholder Follow-Up Letter of Thanks  
 
Hello name of contact,  
 

I am writing to thank you for taking the time out of your busy schedule to allow me to 
interview you. You were of great help in assisting me with my proposal project for my TOUR 227 
course at Capilano University. As an important stakeholder, I really appreciate you taking the 
time to provide me with some of your insights.  
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You have highlighted the importance of the main findings from the interview which is 
something I have considered in my proposal. As a student in the Tourism Management program 
at Capilano University, it was particularly helpful for me to better understand the views of others, 
how these views align with the tourism industry and how I can consider them for both this 
project proposal and future endeavors.  
 

Thank you again for allowing me to interview you, for all of your valuable insights, and for 
your time.  
 
Sincerely,  
Jonah Landry 
 
 
Appendix D: Screenshots of Thank You Emails  
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Appendix E: Gantt Chart for Project Timeline 
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